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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
The Caterham Town Centre Design Statement was
commissioned in February 2015 by Tandridge District
Council (TDC) and the CR3 Forum, the community group
formed by the parish councils of Caterham Valley, Caterham
Hill, Chaldon and Whyteleafe that is the qualifying body for
the area’s Neighbourhood Plan.
The objective for the project was to develop a
community- and business-led vision of how
Caterham town centre should look at feel in
the next 15 to 20 years. Contributors were
asked to describe the local issues that need
to be tackled for Caterham town centre to
achieve its full potential as a place to live
and work.
Whilst Caterham Valley town centre is the
primary focus of the statement, Caterham-onthe-Hill is critical to the town’s overall offer.
The community has taken a holistic approach
and so some aspects and features from ‘the
Hill’ are also featured.
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The Statement is one of the ways in which
the community in Caterham and its
surrounding areas is actively engaging in the
idea of ‘place-making’. This means working
collaboratively to ensure that the local area
is planned, designed and managed to make a
greater contribution to social and economic
well being. It also means working with and
influencing the council to continue to take a
proactive and collaborative role in shaping
the physical and social landscape by using
its influence and leadership, or as a land and
property owner.

REDEFINING
VALUE
• What kind of town do we
want Caterham to be?

• What kind of intervention
and influence must be
exerted to realise our
vision for the town?

“
I LOVE IT HERE,

Although it coincides and links with
policy documents such as the Local Plan
and the Neighbourhood Plan, this is not a
policy document. It does not deal with the
mechanics of development and land use.
Instead, it is a vision of what the community
does and, importantly, does not wish the town
to become. It is a guide to policy-makers and
prospective developers on where to look to
gain community support.
As well as informing policy and decisionmaking, it is hoped that this community
vision for Caterham will also influence the
development of practical projects on the
ground such as the Caterham Business
Improvement District and the Caterham
Town Master Plan commissioned by Tandridge
District Council.

COULDN’T HAVE
HOPED TO MEET
BETTER PEOPLE.
I WISH I’D MOVED
HERE SOONER

”
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CONSULTATION
The Town Centre Design Statement (TCDS) is the culmination of a
series of consultations in and around Caterham. The first step in the
process was an online community survey (27 February to 22 March
2015) which was publicised in the local press and on social media and
to which 327 people responded.
More in-depth consultation was
conducted through a series of
community workshops. Invited
by CR3 Forum the 21 workshop
participants were residents of
the Caterham area who were
experienced and active in planning,
development and community
matters in the town. Three
workshops took place in the
Caterham area between 7 and 28
March 2015. The main focus of the
sessions was to analyse and add to
results of the community survey.
The result of this analysis was the
emergence of nine distinct themes
emerged and were refined into
sections of the vision for the town
centre. These were refined into
sections of the vision for the
town centre.
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THEMES FOR CATERHAM
TOWN CENTRE VISION
ACCESS
BUSINESS AND ECONOMY
DEVELOPMENT
LANDSCAPE
HERITAGE
HISTORIC BUILDINGS
LEISURE AND CULTURE
PUBLIC SECTOR
PUBLIC SPACES
RETAIL
STREETSCAPE

An online survey aimed at local businesses
opened on 11 May 2015. Over 200 businesses
in the Caterham Area were invited to add
to and comment on the emerging vision
that had been shaped and refined by the
community workshop groups. 75 businesses
completed the survey. Taking part were
a mix of established SMEs, start-ups,
large corporates and entrepreneurs who
highlighted issues of importance to the
business economy.
The voice of Caterham’s young people was
added to the developing vision through
a Citizenship class workshop with Year
9 students at de Stafford School on 13
November 2015. The group of 13-14 yearolds discussed the vision for the town centre

and what was most important, from their
perspective, about Caterham as a place to
live and spend free time. They were also
asked their views on future employment in
the town.
Views of older residents were sought through
a large group interview at the Douglas
Brunton Centre on 10 December 2015. The
centre is a hub for services for older people,
providing and signposting to leisure and
cultural activities, social clubs and health
and wellbeing services. The views expressed
by this group were unique in that many
participants were ‘Caterham born and bred’
and provided a personal, longer view of
Caterham town centre’s development.

Part of the purpose of the Town Centre
Design Statement exercise has been to
raise awareness of the issues that relate to
Caterham’s future as a town to live, work
and visit – even if people chose not to or were
unable to contribute their views directly.
Each element of the consultation was
publicised in the local press, signposted on
social media or featured on the CR3 Forum
Town Design.Net website. During the process,
the mainstream media and social media
sites with Caterham-based forums have been
monitored for popular views, threads and
discussions that touch on the issues relating
to developing this vision.
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CATERHAM
ORIGINS OF THE TOWN
Caterham is located in the north east corner of Surrey, in the county’s
Tandridge District. Its population of around 22,000 inhabitants is split
fairly evenly across its two parishes, Caterham-on-the-Hill (54% of
total population) and Caterham Valley (46%).
Although there is possible reference of a manor on the site of what
is now Caterham in the Domesday Book and extensive records of the
changes of ownership of the land from the 12th to 18th centuries,
reliable records for the area as a town began with the census of 1801.
The town began as a small farming settlement with a population of a
few hundred in what is now Caterham-on-the-Hill.
The coming of the railways during the 1850-70s was the main reason
for the growth of Caterham Valley. The Caterham Railway Company
opened the station in 1856 to transport stone from nearby Godstone
Quarry and passengers to London.
Caterham’s setting in the Surrey hills and easy rail access to London
heralded rapid growth for the town. Most significantly, two institutions
for which it is best known: Caterham asylum (set up in 1867) and
Caterham Barracks (opened in 1877).
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Major additions to the area’s infrastructure were made in the first
half of the last century, including the opening of London’s first
airport in Croydon in 1928, less than 10 miles from Caterham. The
town’s accessibility was further enhanced by the construction of the
Caterham Bypass section of the A22 in 1939. These factors contributed
to strong growth in numbers of commercial offices and light
manufacturing businesses in the area.
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CATERHAM
TODAY
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Today, Caterham is the largest settlement in Tandridge
District, accounting for over 30% of its population. With 94%
of Tandridge designated as Green Belt, constraining more
evenly distributed growth across the district, much of the
development of the past few decades has focused on nonGreen Belt areas in and around Caterham.

CATERHAM TOWN
CENTRE

Caterham town centre is well served in terms of convenience
retail (food, drink etc.). It has two major supermarkets
(Morrison’s and Waitrose) and other smaller shops in the
Church Walk shopping centre (opened in 1990).
However, the town centre is less well served when it comes to
quality comparison shopping. There are some high street shops and
independent retailers in Station Avenue, Godstone Road and Croydon
road, the main thoroughfares in the centre, but these are generally
inferior to the offer of neighbouring, larger shopping destinations
such as Croydon and Reigate. This competition has put pressure on
operators in Caterham and resulted in some businesses leaving
the town.

Furthermore, development in Caterham over the past few decades has
been of variable quality. The combination of significant changes to the
wider economy and pressures in the housing market in the South east
have meant that development schemes in Caterham have increased
residential stock and the density of the built environment significantly
but often without an overarching, joined-up view of the medium-tolong-term consequences. The result is a town centre that is congested
and, in places, shabby. There is a widely held consensus that Caterham,
as a town, ‘punches below its weight’ economically and that its
appearance belies its enviable Surrey setting and proximity to London.
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“
CATERHAM IS IN DANGER

OF CHANGING FOR THE
WORSE, IT’S GETTING LESS
FRIENDLY AND VILLAGELIKE, IF THAT HAPPENS, WE
MIGHT AS WELL BE LIVING
IN LONDON

”

VISION FOR THE TOWN CENTRE
GUIDING THEMES
The strongest theme to emerge from the community consultation
is that Caterham’s strengths and opportunities far outnumber its
challenges. Workshop participants resolved to always endeavour to
‘make the best of what we have’ and, wherever possible, turn perceived
problems on their head and use them as advantages and points of
difference. Thus the limitations of the Green Belt and the topographical
constraints of the Valley should be tackled in more innovative ways
and in the future Caterham will exploit the town’s location more
actively as ‘selling points’.

Caterham town centre needs to be re-branded. There is a need to
develop and define a more distinctive identity for the town, whose
assets and benefits are not well enough recognised by residents, let
alone prospective visitors. The success of the town centre depends
on the community, businesses and the council coming together to
develop a clear sense of what makes Caterham unique and then
communicating this powerfully and persuasively.

CRITICAL ASSETS
One of the first practical steps in creating a bold vision for Caterham
is to identify the assets instrumental in achieving it. These are the
buildings, green spaces, vacant sites and educational and community
centres that have an important role to play in the economic growth
and community well-being of the area. Their ‘criticality’ is measured
by the degree to which they are integral to the vision for the town. It
is the community’s judgement that the preservation, enhancement
or, indeed, loss of any of these spaces would have lasting impact well
beyond the asset itself. For this reason they are embedded in the vision
for Caterham and its town centre.

Listed overleaf are the critical assets identified by contributors to the
TCDS consultation. Assets are annotated with a recommendation to
Save or Keep (enhance or maintain current form and function);
Re-purpose (enhance or maintain the asset’s current form but change
to a more vision-friendly function, or Re-develop, (change both form
and function if it is possible or, if not, dispose of so that another party
is able to achieve this).
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ROSE AND YOUNG SITE
Located on Croydon Road in central
Caterham, the former car showroom site
(0.22 hectares) has symbolic importance as
well as strategic for the community. The site,
has lain unused for over 20 years and is on a
main shopping street. Its dereliction has long
been considered to have an adverse effect
on the surrounding area and it is regularly
highlighted in local media and initiatives to
improve the town centre.
In March 2012 the council approved a policy
statement that demonstrated commitment
to investigating the use of its Compulsory
Purchase (CPO) powers to acquire the site,
subject to a number of conditions.
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In June 2015, plans were announced for
a potential partnership arrangement to
purchase the site (by CPO, if necessary)
and build a 107-bed Premier Inn Hotel, a
Beefeater restaurant and several retail units.
In October 2015 the current owners made
an application to demolish the existing
structure on the site and build a mixed use
retail/48-dwelling residential building with
underground parking.
At the beginning of 2016 the
application to build the Premier Inn Hotel
was made. There are two rival applications in
process for this key site in the town centre.

RE-DEVELOP

RANKING #1

QUADRANT HOUSE
This large, low-rise block was built in the
1960s. It occupies a significant stretch of
Croydon Road, one of the main shopping
streets in Caterham town centre. Highfield
Drive, a slip road that leads back towards
Caterham Station, separates it from the Rose
& Young site. By common consensus, Quadrant
house contributes little architecturally to
the town centre and, in the medium-to-longterm, its redevelopment would be a great
opportunity to make one of the town’s main
streetscapes more valuable, functionally
and aesthetically. However, until more
comprehensive redevelopment of the site
becomes a possibility, the building’s capacity
and function is of value and worth preserving.

As it stands, Quadrant House’s multi-business
tenancy has declined steadily since 2007 and
it now has voids, some of which are ground
floor shop units. The future of the building has
been under discussion for some time. During
summer 2015 the building’s owners explored
a change of use under temporary Permitted
Development Rights. Although this process
was thought to have stalled, the continuation
of Permitted Development this year increases
the possibility of redevelopment that is not
aligned with the emerging community vision
for the town centre.

SAVE/KEEP

RANKING #2

TIMBER HILL POLICE STATION AND RECREATION SPACE
The town’s police station was built in 2000 but
due to cuts in public funding, its closure has
already been mooted publicly by the police.
The community concerns range from the
obvious security and crime prevention issues
to fears of the change of use of the building. It
is felt that
a) it is critical to keep a fixed police presence
in the town and

b) change of use to residential would continue
the unsustainable pressure on the town’s
infrastructure.
The large green recreation space adjacent to
the police station is considered an exemplar
of town centre green space that should be
preserved, enhanced and made more of the
overall visitor and shopper proposition for
the town.

SAVE/KEEP

RANKING #3
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RAGLAN PRECINCT

(INC. CAR PARK AND
ADJACENT TDC CAR PARK)

This mixed-use retail/residential block was
once the main shopping area for
Caterham-on-the-Hill residents. Recent
investment has seen a marked improvement
in the retail shopping offer, although there is

still room for improvement e.g., the precinct’s
car park is not accessible from the councilowned car park - this limits connectivity.

SAVE/KEEP

RANKING #4

SAVE/KEEP

RANKING #5

SOPER HALL
Another notable recent focal point for
community-led regeneration in Caterham
has been Soper Hall. It has galvanised
community representations to the council
through groups like ABC (A Better Caterham,
later Caterham Community Partnership) and
investment from the council. The building is

run by a resident-run limited company and is
governed by covenants that ensure that
it is run for the community, by the
community. It is the highest profile
community hub in Caterham, well located
and is generally is considered to be delivering
its community remit.

MORRISON’S SERVICE AREA (CHURCH
WALK)
This sizable space, directly behind Hampton’s
and Park & Bailey’s estate agent on Station
Avenue and Soper Hall (Harestone Valley
Road) is used by service vehicles accessing
Morrison’s supermarket and other shops in
the Church Walk shopping centre. Although
it is used regularly (often out of hours) it
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is not used a lot. It is highly accessible and
adjacent to the area in the town centre most
frequented by shoppers and may have great
potential as a community focal point and
temporary events venue.

RE-PURPOSE

RANKING #6

CATERHAM
STATION

KEEP/SAVE

RANKING #7

DOUGLAS
BRUNTON CENTRE
Douglas Brunton day centre was built in
1985 as a day centre providing a meeting
place for over 55s, to encourage health and
independence and dispense hot meals.
Services at the centre have expanded
to include: chiropody, optician, bathing,
hairdressing and venue hire. The Centre is
also listed as part of the council’s emergency
planning resources as a venue for displaced
residents.

KEEP/SAVE

The station has been central to the town’s
fortunes since it opened in the mid-1800s.
The station continues to be the lifeblood of
the town with well over a million entries and
exits recorded in 2013/14. With Caterham
being a rail terminus, the station and its
surrounding infrastructure, such as parking,
is often over-subscribed; in 2014 the 06:35
train to London Victoria was judged to be the
sixth most overcrowded service in England
and Wales.

CATERHAM
COMMUNITY
CENTRE HALL
Run by the council, the centre is based
centrally in Caterham-on-the-Hill and
hosts a wide range of community activities.
It is available for hire to community, social
and commercial users and is regarded as
a critical, affordable space in the town’s
community life.

KEEP/SAVE

RANKING #8

THE ARC
Owned by Caterham Barracks Community
Trust, this community arts centre and
theatre (and registered charity) is on the edge
of town. It specialises in working with young
people and people with disabilities. and Now
in its sixth year, it has recently experienced
financial difficulties.

KEEP/SAVE

RANKING #10

RANKING #9
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THEMES

ACCESS
PARK I N G PEDE STRI A N ACCE S S CYC L I N G D I SA B I L I TY
ACC ESS LINKI N G PU B L I C TRA N SP O RT T R A F F I C F LO W
COMMUNITY VISION: getting into and around Caterham
town centre, its roads, buildings, pavements, crossings and
public areas is stress-free, safe, affordable and enjoyable by
day and night for people of all ages, whatever their mode of
transport or mobility status.
Access not parking – An important development in thinking by
community leaders is the conscious shift from regarding Caterham
as a town beset by congestion and parking issues to one struggling to
optimise access to its town centre. Relentlessly focusing on the end
objective (accessing the town centre) rather than the means (driving
and parking,) gives rise to a subtle but powerful change in perspective.
Linking Hill and Valley – taking a holistic and strategic view both
‘Caterhams’ is central to the access element of the vision for the
town centre. Planning and development schemes must ensure that
the offers complement one another. Marketing efforts should be
coordinated to accentuate the different characters of Caterham-onthe-Hill and Caterham Valley in a complementary way and more
‘corridors’ between the two centres developed.

More pedestrianised areas – a substantial body of research into
successful retail and town centres identifies pedestrianisation as a
major boost whose benefits include increased safety, spend, dwell
times and traffic calming. The community strongly supports research
into the benefits of introducing more traffic-free, pedestrianised area
in Caterham town centre as a way of enhancing the retail experience,
fostering and increased sense of community and promoting an
enjoyable café culture.

“

IT’S CLOSE TO LONDON AND
EASY TO GET TO THE COAST

”
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“
IT WOULD BE GREAT

IF THE FREEDOM PASS
WORKED FOR US –
LONDONERS CAN GET
TO US BUT WE CAN’T
GO THERE BECAUSE
WE’RE NOT IN GREATER
LONDON

”
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Connectivity and Permeability – the
community supports a concerted effort to
develop a highly permeable network with
many short links, numerous intersections,
and minimal dead-ends to ease the
movement of people and vehicles through
different parts of the town , particularly the
town centre space. Caterham’s reputation
for congestion detracts from its ability
to compete with neighbouring shopping
destinations. New schemes should be
explored to encourage more journeys by
foot and cycle and fewer by car as part of
the effort to manage town centre parking
issues. Options to provide more underground
parking should also be investigated.
Capitalise on infrastructure investments
– making the most of Caterham’s enviable
location is the essence of the community
vision. Community groups are keen to
develop a ‘when not if’ position for proposed
investments in infrastructure such as the
planned upgrade the line from Caterham
as part of the Thameslink project. A wellcommunicated strategy should be developed
to take advantage of the likely benefits of
the upgraded line and also to deal with the
inevitable accompanying challenges relating
to increased use of Caterham’s inclusion in
Transport for London’s travel zone 6.

Clear, accessible, timely access information
– the community vision is of a town centre
is ‘joined up’, well connected internally and
with other parts of Caterham via attractive,
well maintained and signposted roads,
walkways, pedestrian zones, cycle routes,
heritage trails, and affordable, frequent
public transport. Parking information should
be available throughout the area.
Smarter approach to parking – the negative
impact of non-resident commuter traffic
and parking should be mitigated. Residential
streets and rail station parking filled with the
cars of people who are not shopping, working
or living in the town reduces off-peak use by
those who do wish to visit and shop in the
town centre. The community would like to
see a well-publicised strategy to tackle this
issue. Tactics might include: an affordable,
accessible park-and-ride scheme; dynamic
parking technology that optimises rather
than drastically increase existing parking
facilities, encouraging off-peak drivers to
spend longer in the town centre.
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THEMES

BUSINESS AND ECONOMY
PREMISES BU S I N E S S M I X COM M U T I N G
NETWORKING JO B CRE ATI O N
COMMUNITY VISION: Caterham town centre’s proximity to,
and excellent transport links with Gatwick, London and the M25
offer business the benefits of big-city connections combined
with the tranquillity and affordability of a small town.

Use Caterham’s location to attract business
– it is self-evident that the town’s topography,
wooded slopes and position as the largest
settlement in a district that is almost entirely
located in the Green Belt impose pressures
and limitations on development. However,
there is a strong feeling in the community
that this is only half the story. The
combination of its idyllic Green Belt setting
with its proximity and links to London and
its location within the Gatwick Diamond
economy is a fantastic story for business. It is
this narrative that needs to be developed and
used to market the town.
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Increase resilience by encouraging diverse
businesses – Caterham has lost some ‘big
players’ in the local economy in the last
decade. The inevitable loss of jobs – directly
and indirectly – when these large companies
relocated or closed has served as a clear
lesson for the town. While the health of
Caterham’s economy can never be immune
from larger, regional, national or even
international factors, the community would
like to see bold steps to encourage a mix of
small, medium and large enterprises across
a range of public and private sectors. Robust
strategies should be developed to support
and encourage businesses that can create
permanent full- and part-time employment
opportunities for local residents.

Support more flexible working – Caterham
has seen an influx of many highly skilled
residents over the past two decades. Part
of the vision for a vibrant local economy is
creating an environment where people are
able to work flexibly from home or locally.
This must be supported by widespread highspeed broadband, flexible, dedicated working
space and office-cafés.
Support for start-ups and entrepreneurs –
There is popular support in the community
for collaboration between community
groups, local government, business groups
and landlords to foster growth by creating
a range of incentives for small / start-up
enterprises, such as capped rents, short

leases, versatile and affordable premises and
first-rate technology and infrastructure.
Strike a better balance between business
and residential – the combined pressure
of Caterham’s Green Belt location and
the housing market in the South east has
meant the inevitable conversion of swathes
of commercial sites to residential. The
community’s commitment to a balanced
town centre economy means that this trend
needs to be addressed more actively. Much
of Caterham’s residential growth has been at
the expense of local jobs and employment.
Resisting the change of use of business
properties to residential dwellings has been
a recurring theme in much of the public
consultation on the future development of
the town centre. An accommodation must be
reached that addresses both critical issues.
Prepare for R2 – Despite the uncertainty
surrounding the future of the bid, the
community is adopting an ‘not if but when’
attitude to a second runway at Gatwick
Airport. Caterham’s location and excellent
connections position its town centre as an
ideal overnight base for those visiting London
or traveling from Gatwick. This would
feed the town’s hospitality industry and
evening economy.
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THEMES

DEVELOPMENT
NEW BU ILDING S A N D D E V E LOPM E N T S B UI L D I N G MI X
BU ILDING PU RPOS E
COMMUNITY VISION: development and redevelopment
within Caterham town centre supports the area’s needs for
diverse building stock, including retail, business, leisure
and culture, public sector and residential. Retaining,
preserving and enhancing character buildings is a priority,
complemented by good quality, modern design.
Assets in difficult ownership – High profile buildings or spaces that
have been left in a state of disrepair by absent or delinquent landlords
can have a disproportionately negative effect on a neighbourhood or
streetscape. Over the years much of the community discussion about
development focused on tackling issues relating to assets in difficult
ownership and how to bring landlords round to a more positive vision
for the town. It was agreed that Caterham’s consumer offer needed
more experimentation and independent retailers and operators. To
make this happen the Council and the community must agree on and
work towards a shared vision.

Thinking ‘outside the box’ – there is strong awareness across the
community of the national trend of shrinking town centre retail offers.
There is a strong desire for more discussion about best alternative uses
of town centre space in Caterham. Conversion of town centre assets
to retail is often an attractive development proposition, however, it
often has the effect of choking some of the vitality out of the town as a
whole. Closer interaction among the council, the community, landlords
and developers and a willingness to experiment are required to fully
understand how the greatest value can be derived from key town
centre locations.
Caterham is a Surrey town – the quality of development in the
town often belies Caterham’s position in one of the most naturally
beautiful and traditionally English counties in the country. Town centre
development should proactively encourage the preservation of the
town’s original Victorian and Edwardian character. Where possible,
development should incorporate the unique views of the wooded
slopes around the town and developers must integrate greening
and landscaping into plans, enhancing the town’s valued green
infrastructure.
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Housing and residential development – at just over four square miles,
Caterham accounts for almost 4% of the area of Tandridge District,
however, as the district’s largest settlement, it is home to almost
a third of Tandridge’s population. The greatest care must be taken
to ensure that any development in and around the town takes into
consideration the combined impact of recent development and that
being proposed on local infrastructure, especially as it affects the town
centre. Affordability of housing for younger homeowners and first-time
buyers is also critical to the vision of retaining ‘home-grown’ talent
in Caterham.
Green Belt – Caterham’s location within the Green Belt is one of
the town’s defining characteristics. There is broad consensus in the
community about the sacrosanct nature of the Green Belt concept.
However, on the ground, the pressures of development density in
non-Green Belt areas in and around the town (and the knock-on effect
this has on infrastructure,) means that a workable strategy must be
developed about how to preserve the Green Belt and the amenity of
the area. This must be viewed in a wider context than just Caterham
and requires more determined cooperation and compromise with
neighbouring settlements.
Working in partnership to champion the vision – the cornerstone of
the vision for development in and around Caterham’s town centre is
an effective partnership across the community, local businesses and
district and parish councils. The idea of place-making will often mean
bold intervention to uphold the community’s vision for the town and
a single-minded use of statutory powers, commercial influence and
investment and community leadership.
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“
WHY CAN’T WE HAVE

A CINEMA? A CINEMA
WOULD BE GREAT

”
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THEMES

LANDSCAPE, HERITAGE AND
HISTORIC BUILDINGS
LANDSCAPE H E RI TAGE H I STO R I C / C H A R ACT E R
BU ILDING S VI E W S
COMMUNITY VISION: Caterham’s natural and historic
environment is considered central to the town’s appeal,
economic viability and success and is placed at the heart of
town centre planning.
Promote Caterham as a Green Belt Surrey Town – the community’s
vision for Caterham is one where all stakeholders make more of a
conscious effort to celebrate and promote the town’s natural charm,
history and heritage. Caterham is not generally considered a tourist
destination and is sometimes compared unfavourably to other Surrey
towns. However, if promoted well, its more historic buildings and
distinctive wooded valley and slopes and Green Belt location could
increase its attraction as a destination to businesses considering
relocation to outside London and to some leisure visitors.

Design with heritage in mind – masterplanning for the town centre
must ensure that Caterham’s Victorian and Edwardian character and
historic features are celebrated and promoted. The town’s distinctive
wooded valley and slopes should be more conspicuously incorporated
into town centre design, with views across and along the valley framed
between buildings and along streets and linked visually and spatially
with urban green spaces via a linked ‘green infrastructure’.
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THEMES

LEISURE AND CULTURE
CAFES RESTAURANTS PUBS CLUBS PERFORMANCE
VENUES ARTS HOBBIES SPORTS PLAY
COMMUNITY VISION: Caterham’s town centre is a vibrant
day and night-time social destination, attracting visitors and
residents of all ages with a range of cultural and recreational
leisure pursuits.
Joined up leisure and culture offer – the
town centre would benefit greatly from
an overview of the quality, quantity and
promotion of its cultural and recreational
provision. Caterham’s leisure and culture
events and assets (such as the Caterham
Festival, its pubs, the Miller Centre, the
Caterham Club, Soper Hall, the East Surrey
Museum, St John’s Church Hall and the
library,) should be more ‘joined up’ to provide
an exciting programme of events and
cultural experiences. The town’s municipal
venues such as schools should also be used
more extensively by the public, increasing
institutions’ profiles in the community and
providing much needed extra revenue.

Café culture and cinema – a lively café and
restaurant culture is inextricably bound
up with the attractiveness and success of a
town centre’s overall retail offer. Compared
with other similar-sized towns, Caterham
punches below its weight in this respect. The
town centre needs a long-term plan, charting
how it can fulfil its potential as a vibrant
destination for eating and drinking. Whilst
the regeneration of a town centre is complex
and can never be reduced to one or even
a handful of factors, there is also a strong
sense in the community that investment in a
flagship leisure destination such as a cinema
could be a ‘game-changer’ for Caterham.

The community would like to conduct
a comprehensive investigation into the
possibility of attracting such an investment.
Focus on leisure walkers – a key target
audience to appeal to when developing
Caterham town centre as a leisure
destination is leisure walkers. The
community would like to take advantage of
Caterham’s proximity to the Surrey Hills and
the Pilgrims Way to develop facilities that
will attract walkers so that the town becomes
a ‘must stop’ location for them. Cultural and
heritage ‘trails’ could be developed to make
these visitors aware of the town’s heritage
and history.
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PUBLIC SECTOR
H EALT H EDU CATI ON A N D TRA I N I N G S C H O O L S A N D
CO LL EG E S EME RGE N CY S E RV I C ES
COMMUNITY VISION: Caterham has an accessible, modern
public sector with tailored, responsive services, which
meet the diverse needs of communities and individuals
of all ages.
A well-publicised strategy for public services – central to the
community’s vision of responsive public services for Caterham is a
strategy to ensure that the public services infrastructure is able to
keep pace with the demands placed upon it by recent and planned
development in the area. Education (particularly primary education)
training, healthcare and social care should be the main focus of this
strategy.
Innovative approach to meeting need – the community is enthusiastic
to explore new approaches to meeting growing need for public services
using innovative and technologically-driven approaches.

Solutions discussed included:

• 24 hour walk-in health facilities are aligned to doctor’s surgeries
and augmented by online professional health expertise.

• Trialing of new ways of providing In-home support and

monitoring systems that enable older residents to continue
healthy, fulfilling lives in the community.

• Improving communication between health services, leisure/

lifestyle facilities and town planners nurturing physical and
mental wellbeing and promoting healthy lifestyles for all ages.
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PUBLIC SPACES
C ENTRAL PUBLI C ‘ TOW N S Q UA R E ’ SPAC E ( S)
GREEN SPACE S A N D PA RK S
COMMUNITY VISION: Caterham town centre is renowned
for its outstanding public spaces, which reflect and facilitate
its role as a social hub for residents and visitors.

Town square – the community believes strongly that well-used
community spaces are key to Caterham town centre’s future success.
There are numerous examples of innovative alternative uses of former
retail space in town centres across the country and these models
should be explored further. The notion of a ‘town square’, a safe,
accessible space that prioritises community cohesion, inclusiveness
and economic growth is extremely popular. This focal point for
community life would include information, communicating up to date
news about the town’s leisure and culture programme and public
transport. It would be a dedicated space with the capacity to host
special and temporary events such as markets, pop-up shops, art
displays, festivals, performances, social activities, public meetings
and screenings.

Pocket parks – the creation and promotion of beautiful, safe, clean,
green spaces in the town centre where residents and visitors can
mix, relax and be entertained is an essential feature of a lively and
prosperous town. The community wishes to prioritise amenity space
(play areas and communal open space) in any forthcoming plan for
the town centre. These green spaces encourage happy and healthy
communities. The spaces should incorporate attractive landscaping,
rain cover, all-weather seating, well-maintained WCs and good lighting
to enable evening, as well as daytime, use. It is suggested that a
scheme to encourage community volunteering be developed to ensure
that spaces are well maintained.
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RETAIL
M IX OF SH OPS O N L I N E I N TE GR AT I O N
COMMUNITY VISION: Caterham is an attractive and
appealing retail destination, enjoyed by visitors and
residents alike for vibrant mix of convenience and
comparison retail experiences.

A balanced retail offer – Caterham’s town
centre is the heart of the town. If it thrives
and is made more resilient these will flow
through the community. A resilient and
vibrant retail offer depends on a balanced
mix of affordable everyday shopping,
supermarkets and street markets as well as
independent and high-quality shops. The
community strongly supports a robust and
proactive approach to ensuring that the town
centre benefits from the widest possible
variety of retailers.

Engineering the offer – the community is
keen to explore ways of galvanising retail
in the town centre. One popular idea is to
offer more affordable and short-term leases
to create a range of well-maintained fixed
and flexible spaces that were attractive to
small start-up shops and businesses. Also,
retailers in the town centre should be helped
and encouraged to embrace new technology
and retail models, whilst maintaining the
qualities of a traditional retail destination
(e.g. click and collect and other examples
of omni-channel retailing, combining
the experiential, informational as well as
transactional for customers).

A joined-up vision – retail and shopping
are part of a complex town centre ecology.
They must be complemented by attractive
social and leisure facilities and public
and community services. Retail has to
be part of an holistic offer to residents
and visitors that combines with the
other elements of the town centre vision,
especially Access (transport, parking and
pedestrianisation), and Leisure and Culture
(e.g. well communicated offer and joinedup promotion with leisure and culture,
including incentivising night time economy).
It is critical that the town centre retail offer
extends into the evening, contributing to the
night-time economy.
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THEMES

STREETSCAPE

STRE ET FUR NITU RE S H O P F RO N TAG E S P L A N T I N G
PAV ING LIG HT I N G S E ATI N G
COMMUNITY VISION: Caterham town centre’s unique and
attractive streetscape is an important aspect of its identity
and makes the town centre a pleasant place to live, work,
play and visit.

Coordinate streetscape appearance – retail shop fronts are critical
attractiveness and therefore the economic health of the town. The
community is keen to see the streetscapes in Caterham’s town centre
area fulfil their potential (Godstone Road, Croydon Road and Station
Avenue - and also the High Street in Caterham-on-the-Hill). A way of
achieving this may be to discuss the development of a more considered
identity for the town centre through a clearly defined streetscape
‘brief’, ‘palette’ or set of standards. It is important that this should
be entirely voluntary guidance, which, if adopted, would encourage a
more harmonious and coherent appearance.

Street furniture – a more prescriptive approach may be taken when it
comes to town centre assets such as signage, paving, furniture, lighting,
seating etc. as well as setting the tone for the rest of the streetscape,
these essential elements of the street scene contribute to the town
centre having a more considered and cared for appearance. Wherever
possible, town centre streetscaping should highlight Caterham’s
topography and frame views of the surrounding wooded hillside. The
beauty of Caterham’s natural surroundings should be reflected in the
retail area through greening, planting and landscaping.
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